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             inspirational

solutions       



no two construction projects are the same, and the demands on individual construction mate-

rial solutions are just as challenging. for concrete construction materials, this means: from the 

quality of the raw materials and additives, the formula and production to delivery, everything 

must fit together perfectly, including a personal service package tailored precisely to the needs 

of the individual construction project.

your ideal partner is Berger Beton.

let your inspiration run free. We take care of the right solutions. We offer you in-depth, highly 

professional advice on all matters relating to application, use and installation. and we secure 

you an exhilarating advantage over the competition. more cost-effectiveness. more reliability. 

more satisfaction. and more freedom for planning and building creativity.

Berger Beton - you are our privileged partner.

over the following pages, you will find information on the wide and varied diversity of our 

concrete construction and mineral raw materials, on our services, on selected construction mea-

sures incorporating quality concretes from Berger, on our service capacities, on our uncompro-

misingly high demands in terms of quality and not least on the benefits for you of a privileged 

and sovereign partnership with us - from building project to building project.

you are and will always be the reason behind our commercial activities. and the justification for 

all our quality measures. Without limitation. for new, inspirational solutions.

Welcome to the world of Berger Beton!

more than everything for concrete

inspirational

   solutions       

MATERIALS

Berger Quality ConCrete
Berger Quality Cement
Concrete services
Construction materials techno-
logy centre
screeds
mobile mixing equipment
stationary mixing equipment
motar
ready-mixed concrete
full insulation
recycling

NATURAL RESOURCES

gravels
Ballasts
Chips
Cements

LOGISTICS

truck-mounted concrete pumps
truck mixers
pumi®
Bulky material transporters
silo vehicles
Workshop

all our serviCes from a single sourCe
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          Building materials for neW lifeWorlds

  viBrant. strong. flexiBle 
new and even tougher demands are being made on modern concrete building materials: they 

are supposed to make unusual building ideas and aesthetic fantasies reality, comply with  

ever-stricter environmental requirements, be resistant to growing stresses, for example in trans-

port-related construction, offer a positive energy balance, for example in residential construc-

tion ... the list just goes on and on. in short, they are supposed to help create new building 

solutions that increase cost-effectiveness and significantly improve our quality of life.

this is a wide remit that we, Berger Beton, are delivering on with passion and inspiration, 

intensively, intelligently and sustainably - for the best on the market, for you, our customers.  

YOUR bUILdING MATERIALS pLATfORM: 
SMALL-TO-MEdIUM-SIzEd. SUpERIOR. EffICIENT
Berger Beton is the building materials platform of the Berger group, which 

has its headquarters in passau, subsidiaries in poland and the Czech republic and numerous 

plants and equity interests both at home and abroad. We are among the leading owner-managed  

manufacturers of building materials and combine the advantages of sme efficiency structures 

with international expertise and regional know-how. We are your reliable partner for discern-

ing project managers and private construction clients. Berger-wide. With state-of-the-art  

technology and innovative thinking from our building materials experts, we develop, produce 

and deliver high-quality materials, work with our clients to design tailored complete solutions 

and offer a personalised, expert advice service that covers the full range of building-related jobs. 

all-rounder.

more than just everything for concrete
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ConCretes

Berger Quality ConCretes fulfil all of the duties of concrete in building construction,  

industrial construction, civil engineering, transport infrastructure construction, agricultural 

construction and anywhere that quality-assured ready-mixed concrete is needed: reliable, eco-

nomical and strictly tailored to the requirements in hand - from the formula and production to 

delivery and service. our standard product portfolio includes

 

in any quantity. at any time. 

in certified quality.

• uncased piling concretes

• road surface concretes

• Coloured concretes 

• high early strength concretes

• high-performance concretes 

• high-strength concretes

• lightweight concretes

• easily compacting concretes 

• heavyweight concretes

• reduced shrinkage concretes

• self-compacting concretes 

• safety concretes

• exposed concretes 

• shotcretes

• steel fibre-reinforced concretes

• radiation-proof concretes 

• ultra-high-strength concretes

• underwater concretes

• Backfilling concrete

Building materials for neW lifeWorldsFire-prooF concrete

EXPOSED CONCRETE IN DESIGNER QUALITY

Coloured ConCrete

Underwater concrete

HigH-performance concrete

Radiation-pRoof concRete

more than just everything for concrete

BERGER BETON
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mortar

not all masonry is the same. the building  

material that holds the masonry together 

plays a vital role: mortar. here too, just as 

in the concrete sector, we have acquired an  

excellent name for ourselves: in the manu-

facture and after-sales of high-quality mortar 

products we are regarded as renowned spe-

cialists. the name Berger Quality mortars, 

quality-monitored and certified, has become 

established in our delivery areas among our 

customers as a “seal of excellence”.

our range of masonry mortars covers all of 

the key applications and requirements. they 

include: 

• standard masonry mortar

• facing brick mortar

• noise abatement mortar

• lightweight masonry mortar 

• poriment® lightweight aerated mortar

our Quality mortar products are supplied 

fresh from the factory with the truck mixer, 

on time ready for use on the site, are evenly 

mixed, suitable for immediate use and guar-

antee excellent construction performance.

if you are already a Berger mortar cus—

tomer, you will confirm that the Berger 

mortar Quality serviCe for tailored solu-

tions not only represents value for money, but 

also makes life much easier for clients - just 

as our motto says: “We support the building 

progress - you enjoy life.”

Our STANDARD MASONRY MORTAR 
is extremely pressure-resistant  
and very easy to handle.

BERGER liGhtwEiGht masonRy moRtaR 
with its excellent insulating properties is  
ideal for single-course exterior walls.

Our facing wall mOrtars  
were developed for two-course masonry offering ex-
cellent pressure resistance and superlative denseness

Building materials for neW lifeWorlds

more than just 
everything for concrete

berger noise abatement mortar gives the masonry a high density  
and thereby enhances its noise-insulating properties in an  
environmentally friendly way.

Poriment® A cement-bonded lightweight aerated mortar that completely fills all mould shapes and,  
as Poriment®P featuring polystyrene balls, has “built-in thermal insulation”.
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serviCe exCellenCe: Better and Better

What goes for our building materials also goes for the service we offer at Berger Beton:  

the very best standard of quality. Whether it be the works director, construction material tech-

nology consultant, mixing master, materials tester, mixer driver, materials developer, laboratory 

technician ... everyone works together as a highly skilled team, driven by a passion to offer you, 

our customers, services that are tailored to your needs. thinking with and ahead of our cus-

tomers is our maxim, and one we practise every day. our approach is one of flexibility, reliability, 

professionalism, a focus on applications and uses and supported by practical experience. the 

result is pinpoint-accurate customer solutions that are based on personal trust. these include, 

for example,

• Customised concreting concepts developed with the customer, in which our skill at resolving 

even tricky problems cost-effectively with an intelligent concrete formula repeatedly gives our 

customers a pleasant surprise

• professional ad hoc, on-site consulting for maximum hourly output and smooth-running con-

struction sites; after all, our mixer drivers are not just ‘somebody’. instead, they’re dedicated 

Berger employees for whom concrete construction sites are part of their everyday expertise   

• the ability to deliver whenever, wherever, with the shortest possible response times. you - the 

customer - tell us the deadline, and we ensure we stick to it. With our own workshop-main-

tained fleet: from simple truck mixers and truck-mounted mixer pumps to wide-ranging 

truck-mounted concrete pumps, we have it all. With gps-assisted planning. and plant drivers 

who know their regions like the back of the hand - and take the shortest route to your site. 

perfect logistics? it’s what we do.

generally speaking, our excellent service increases the customer’s added value. in a permanent 

improvement process. Customer should experience Berger as a strong, reliable partner who is 

always keen to do better and better. after all, the completion of one order precedes the start of 

another joint project. and as our customer, you should always feel well looked after and be able 

to sleep soundly at night. We’re here for you! 

Building materials for neW lifeWorlds

BERGER BETON TELE-SERVICE - a real service bonus for self-collect customers: 
BERGER mixing equipment with remote operation. BERGER QUALITY CONCRETE can be obtained easily 
regardless of our standard opening hours. You can get up to 100 m³ a day, no problem. BERGER BETON 
TELE-SERVICE STATIONS are already available in Grafenau, Bad Freienwalde, Oschatz and Halle.

more than just everything for concrete
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 Qualitätspolitik  

der  

 BERGER BETON GMBH 
 

Um sich dem europaweitem Trend der gesamtheitlichen Qualitätssicherung anzuschließen ist in 

unsere Firmenstruktur ein Managementsystem nach DIN EN ISO 9001:2008 integriert. 

 

Nachstehende Faktoren rechtfertigen die Integration und Weiterentwicklung eines Management-

Systems in die bestehende Organisation nachhaltig und stellen auch die Leitlinien unserer 

Qualitätspolitik dar. 

 

1. Durch das Management-System sollen alle Mitarbeiter aller Ebenen in unser 

Qualitätsbewußtsein der von uns angebotenen Produkte- und Dienstleistungen miteinbezogen 

werden. 

 

2. Durch die schriftlichen Festlegungen der Verantwortlichkeiten und Zuständigkeiten sowie die 

Darstellung von Verfahren soll den Mitarbeitern die Relevanz ihrer Tätigkeit übermittelt 

werden. 

 

3. Die BERGER BETON GMBH will durch das integrierte M.-System den Mitarbeitern und den 

Kunden darlegen, dass Tradition und Weiterentwicklung, im Sinne von Innovation, nicht im 

Gegensatz stehen. 

 

4. Aus der zentralen Unternehmenssteuerung soll durch das M.-System ein 

gemeinschaftsorientiertes Denken mit einer Niveauangleichung an allen Standorten entstehen, 

dadurch sollen die Vorteile an neuen Erkenntnissen und Erfahrungen an alle Kunden von 

BERGER BETON GMBH weitergegeben werden. 

 

5. Durch die genauen Analysen und ständigen Verbesserungen unserer Verfahren sollen 

Fehlerquellen bereits vor dem Entstehen ermittelt und beseitigt werden. 

 

6. Durch die Transparenz der inneren Abläufe, von Auftragannahme über Verwaltung bis hin zur 

Produktübergabe, soll ersichtlich werden, dass die BERGER BETON GMBH einen hohen 

Ordnungsgrad erreicht hat. Dies dient als Beweis für eine professionell organisierte 

Firmenstruktur. 

 

Die Geschäftsleitung verpflichtet sich und alle Mitarbeiter auf die folgenden Qualitätsziele, 

abgeleitet von der Qualitätspolitik, einzugehen und ihre Arbeitsweise entsprechend auszurichten. 

 

1. Minimieren der Informationsdurchlaufzeiten durch die richtigen Informationen an die richtigen 

Stellen.  

 

2. In allen Prozessen und Dienstleistungen gilt für uns das Vorsorgeprinzip, d.h. Fehlerverhütung 

an Stelle von Fehlerkorrektur. 

 

3. Jeder Mitarbeiter hat Eigenverantwortung für seinen Arbeitsbereich in vollem Umfang seines 

Arbeitsergebnisses und ist deshalb auch verpflichtet Fehlleistungen aufzuzeigen, 

Verbesserungen zu fördern und den Kunden vor fehlerhaften Produkten oder Dienstleistungen 

zu schützen. 

BERGER BETON Building materials for neW lifeWorlds

the development of Quality. Quality Control

a building materials manufacturer without a laboratory is like a chef without a kitchen. 

our 14 certified concrete technology centres across germany, poland and the Czech republic 

are, to continue with the analogy, top kitchens run by top chefs. they are the cornerstones of 

our strong market position for concretes, mortars, screeds and aggregates. at the forefront of 

these centres are activities such as testing and monitoring, as well as research and development. 

these are the key areas of activity of our superbly qualified building materials technologists. 

they work in ultra-modern, well-equipped laboratories where significantly more complex and 

numerous tests are possible than in a conventional, standard laboratory. and for the on-loca-

tion support and monitoring of construction sites, they are able to utilise mobile set-ups which 

are also equipped with the last word in testing equipment. the most common tasks include, for 

example:

• development and optimisation of formulas 

•  fresh and hardened concrete testing

• mortar and screed conformity testing

•  aggregate quality testing

•  seamless quality control of proprietary and third-party applications: from the choice of  

starter materials, formula testing, fault-free production and construction site-appropriate 

“just-in-time” delivery to installation and final inspection. 

a second cornerstone of our strict quality management is the active control and monitoring of 

the entire production and supply chain. at its heart is a high-speed, closely linked communica-

tion network. this safeguards direct and targeted support for each individual order. the prod-

uct, quality and deadline guarantee are assured. our customers’ profit: maximum competitive 

advantages for minimum cost. Whether it be (special) concretes, a specific mortar or a special 

floating screed - Berger’s Building material Quality knows no limits. 

But what may be more important for you as our 

customers, if not crucial, is the personal Berger 

Quality Consulting from Berger Beton 

experts on building material engineering 

before, during and - if you wish - even 

after the construction phase. We offer 

you guaranteed quality first hand. 

more than just everything for concrete
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Cost-effeCtive supplies ...

more than 60 concrete plants at well-positioned locations in Bavaria, saxony, saxony-anhalt, 

thuringia, Berlin-Brandenburg and hamburg, in Western, Central and southern Bohemia and 

in Western poland guarantee a comprehensive supply of Berger Quality ConCretes to their 

local regions. high-demand, major construction sites are served by our mobile mixing plants. 

Whether mobile or stationary: all Berger plants represent state-of-the-art, microproces-

sor-controlled mixing system technology equipped with production-specific software and op-

erated by a trained Berger Beton plant team. the Berger central laboratory in passau is 

responsible for real-time quality monitoring: “Without approval from Berger passau, nothing 

is issued anywhere within Berger.” this ensures that the concrete ordered is also supplied in 

the defined quality and quantity, delivered in the company’s own truck mixer fresh and on time 

to the construction site.

Berger Beton mixing plants are regarded by our customers today as the standard for superla-

tive quality and extra cost-effectiveness. 

more than just everything for concrete

Powerful mobile transportable mixing plants are available for large-scale  
construction sites. They enable us to produce BERGER QUALITY CONCRETE  
for virtually every application and in any quantity directly on site.
Here: Dasing plant with Neul gravel pit for the PPP pilot project  
involving the A8 Augsburg – Munich motorway A-models. 

The “lying tower” transportable mixing plant on  
Hamburg’s Grusonstrasse. In view of the exposed  
location in the city, we need to operate it horizontally,  
as a “lying tower”. Hourly output: up to 100 m3 . 

BERGER BETON
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our rational, quality production is partly strengthened by the centralised purchasing of raw 

materials, some of which come from Berger’s own resources, and partly through in-house 

services: from in-depth consulting and quality monitoring to logistics with our own truck mixers 

and truck-mounted concrete pump fleet that are maintained in tip-top condition at Berger’s 

workshops. these are all factors that add up for our customers - in real numbers.

... and CorreCt disposal

Berger Beton began recycling fresh and old concrete well over 35 years ago, when the word 

‘recycling’ was still very much an unfamiliar word to the industry. today, something that was 

considered environmentally avant garde back in the day is now a matter of course, and some-

thing that we carry out with great technical finesse. 

at the Berger concrete plant in unterbrunn, near munich, for example, we have installed a 

recycling system for left-over fresh concrete that can wash out truck mixers as well as concrete 

pumps at the same feeding hopper, with no extra effort. the left-over fresh concrete is broken 

down into its starter materials and fed back into the material cycle. the system is fully equipped 

with recycling water purification. 

old concrete is also recycled into aggregates of primary material quality which is reused in the 

production of fresh concrete. 

two methods of highly skilled concrete disposal that protects the environment, conserves  

resources and is compliant with an ecologically economic future.  Berger Beton remains a 

driving force. 

more than just everything for concrete

Excellent links between the office, the construction site and the concrete plant: 
using state-of-the-art communications technology, we are able to perform on-time 
and correct deliveries to construction sites.

BERGER’s own workshops not only keep 
our fleet of vehicles in tip-top condition, 
but they also safeguard the function of  
our concrete mixing plants.

	  

BERGER left-over concrete recycling plant at Unterbrunn, near Munich.

Logistical dependability: truck mixers with automatic flow improver 
dispensing, articulated lorries, truck-mounted concrete pumps  
with mast lengths up to 58 m and silo cement wagons faithfully 
transport concrete to you across the whole of BERGER’s domain. 
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more than just 
everything for concrete

“NeufahrN flyover” motorway iNterchaNge
the major concreting work on the lanes situated 15 m above ground on the approximately 200-metre-long central 
piece of the flyover called for a concrete with a complex profile of requirements. the result: Berger BetoN developed, 
produced, supplied and pumped a highly specialist Quality coNcrete for large, prestressed bridge decks.

LUISE-KIESSELBACH-PLATZ, MUNICH
For the tunnel running under the Luise-Kiesselbach-Platz, 
we developed a special fire-resistant concrete.

Town house, unTerföhring
All exposed concrete parts satisfy the strictest quality criteria. in the wall com-
ponents, an additive made from titanium oxide was added to the concrete.

STORAGE FACILITY, LANGENSTEINBACH
Heavy-duty concrete for the facility 
floor of a large central warehouse.

BuildiNG qualiTy: BERGER BETON

INNER vALUES
Our leading position within  
the European building materials  
industry is reflected by our  
references. From high-quality 
industrial flooring to complex  
engineering and demanding  
building construction -  
BERGER QUALITY CONCRETE  
can be found everywhere. A few 
selected projects have been listed 
over the next couple of pages  
that highlight our expertise in 
“quality concrete solutions”.

CONCRETE AESTHETICS
The University of TV and Film, along with the State Museum of Egyptian Art in 
Munich, is accommodated in a unique exposed concrete building. BERGER BETON 
precisely implemented the architect’s aesthetic ideas both inside and out. We have 
successfully been able to give the exposed concrete an “artistic appearance”.
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SAALE VALLEY BRIDGE, JENA
As part of a group of suppliers, we delivered around 38,000 m3  
of concrete for the renovation of the listed-status bridge. 

 WALDSCHLÖSSCHEN BRIDGE, DRESDEN
We were involved in the traffic-relieving construction work 
through our supply of around 44,000 m3 of concrete.

ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN CAR PARK, LEIPZIG
A highly resistant concrete of around  
11,300 m3 in volume was requested.

The 3,1-km-long JAGDBERG TUNNEL is part of the six-lane A4 motorway. Two mobile 
BERGER mixing plants are situated at the east and west portals. Around 320,000 m3 of 
QUALITY CON-CRETE are being installed: 160,000 m3 of shotcrete and 160,000 m3 of 
construction concrete.

BMW FACTORY, LEIPZIG
BERGER BETON supplies around 20,000 m3 
of QUALITY CONCRETE for the new build of 
the “Electric Car” production plant.

During the reconstruction of the DRESDEN FRAUENKIRCHE we supplied 
solutions in QUALITY CONCRETE for special tasks, including the use of a 
52-metre-long truck-mounted concrete pump.

MULTI-PURPOSE HALL, LEIPZIG
One of several multi-purpose halls in the Leipzig 
region containing BERGER QUALITY CONCRETE.

more than just everything for concrete

BuildiNG qualiTy: BERGER BETON

 ELBE BRIDGE, MÜHLBERG
We developed high-strength concretes for the 700- 
metre-long bridge, including self-compacting concrete 
for “innovative use” in special construction areas. The 
building was awarded the 2010 Bridge-Building Prize.
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Canal loCk WusterWitz
We supplied around 50,000 m3 of BerGer quality 
ConCrete for the new build of the southern lock on 
the elbe-Havel Canal.

BRANDENBURG LANDTAG 
The new build of the state parliament building in Potsdam 
contains 26,000 m3 of BERGER QUALITY CONCRETE.

SHIP HOIST NIEDERFINOW
As part of a group of suppliers, we provided the new build of  
the ship hoist with a total of 63,000 m3 of underwater concrete.

more than just 
everything for concrete

BuildiNG qualiTy: BERGER BETON

UNDERGROUND GARAGE ALEXANDERPLATZ, BERLIN
Due to the tight construction conditions, bringing 
in around 20,000 m3 of QUALITY CONCRETE was a 
logistical master stroke.

BRIDGE OVER THE HAVEL NEAR BRIESELANG
14,000 m3 of BERGER QUALITY CONCRETE were built 
into the Havel Bridge (A10 motorway).

UNIVERSITY POTSDAM, GRIEBNITZSEE
An example of our expertise in high-quality exposed concrete. In this 
case, the exposed concrete doesn’t even require finishing treatment.

BERGER BETON
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BIOS RESIDENTIAL / COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ČESké BuDějOvICE
We supplied a total of 6,000 m3 of QuALITY CONCRETE for this 
complex project, which was installed by BERGER BOHEMIA.

MERCURY, ČEské BUdějoviCE
For the MERCURY commerce and trade centre, built by our sister company 
BERGER BoHEMiA, 12,500 m3  of QUALiTY CoNCRETE were installed.

BUDVAR ARENA, ČEské BUDějoVicE
The floor of the ice hockey stadium was completed 
with BERGER QUALiTY coNcRETE.

RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX,  PLzEň-LOCHOTIN
From the foundations to the roof:  
BERGER QUALITY CONCRETE, a total of 3,000 m3.

SPORTS CENTRE GREYHOUND RACE TRACK, PRAGUE-MOTOL
We supplied 4,000 m3 of QUALITY CONCRETE for the  
construction of the race track ground.

INDUSTRIAL FACILITY FLOORING, PRAGUE HOSTIVICE
3,500 m3 of heavy-duty BERGER QUALITY CONCRETE 
were supplied.

more than just everything for concrete

BuildiNG qualiTy: BERGER BETON
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TECHMANIA,  PlzEň
Science Centre, Planetarium and Museum:  
BERGER BETON supplies the QUAlITY CONCRETE  
for this challenging project.

MOTORWAY FEEDER BRIDGE
BERGER QUALITY CONCRETE is used in the  
construction of the bridge near Tyrsuv Sad.

BYPASS ROAD, TREMOSNA
A bridge construction was erected 
using BERGER QUALITY CONCRETE as 
part of this construction project.

WATER COLLECTOR, PLzEň-TYRSUV SAD
The sedimentation basin in the water collector at  
the  Plzeň-Tyrsuv Sad railway bridge was built with  
BERGER QUALITY CONCRETE.

GUTTER CONSTRUCTION
One special application for BERGER QUALITY 
CONCRETE is the construction of gutters, as shown 
here on the Plzeň-Nova Hospoda main exit road. 

DAM WALL, LITICE
When it comes to the restoration of the dam wall bridge, 
BERGER QUALITY CONCRETE is the material of choice. 

FACULTY CLINIC, PLzeň-LOCHOTIN
When the Oncology department was built, BeRGeR 
radiation-proof concrete was used.

more than just everything for concrete

BuildiNG qualiTy: BERGER BETON
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THESPIAN, WrocłAW
The multi-functional THESPIAN building  
contains around 9,600 m3 of BErGEr QUALITY 
coNcrETE for luxurious business premises  
and high-quality residential properties.

more than just everything for concrete

STRUGA BRIDGE, OPOLE
BERGER supplied stable construction concrete 
and tailor-made, self-compacting QUALITY  
CONCRETE for the construction of the  
suspension bridge over the station in Opole.

KAROLINKA SHOPPING CENTRE, OPOLE
BERGER steel fibre-reinforced concrete 
was used for the industrial flooring.

MAIN RAILWAY STATION, POzNAń
A modern transport hub for rail, bus and rapid sub-
urban trains with a shopping and leisure centre built 
with over 30,000 m3 of BERGER QUALITY CONCRETE.

AQUARIUS BUSINESS HOUSE, WROcłAW
A highly modern office complex for which BERGER 
supplies a total of 24,000 m3 of QUALITY cONcRETE 
to suit every demand.

BuildiNG qualiTy: BERGER BETON
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more than just everything for concrete

BuildiNG qualiTy: BERGER BETON

ALL COLOURS 
AND HUES

REDUCED-SHRINKAGE CONCRETE FOR 
SEAMLESS, LARGE-SURFACE INSTALLATION 

EXPOSED CONCRETE IN DESIGNER QUALITY 
FOR AESTHETICALLY DEMANDING DESIGNS

HigH early strengtH road  
concrete of quality class c30/37 
for quick repairs

ULTRA HIGH-PERFORMANCE  
CONCRETES OF QUALITY  
CLASS C 80/95 

HIGHLY EFFECTIVE FIRE-PROOF  
CONCRETE OF QUALITY CLASS C 35/45

Heavy barite concretes: concretes wHicH, 
tHrougH tHe addition of barite as a Heavy addi-
tive, exHibit radiation-deflecting properties 

ALwAYS ThAT bIT 
MORE ThAN ... 
...you might expect. We now  

present to you ten BERGER BETON 

special products of a non-every-

day type - representative of many 

other BERGER special concretes.

Road gRit-Resistant, colouR- 
pigmented aiR poRe Road slab  
concRete with high weaR Resistance

LIQUID CONSTRUCTION FILLING MATERIAL FOR 
PROBLEM-FREE SUBSEQUENT DISMANTLING

Self-compacting Steel fibre-reinforced 
concrete for reactor buildingS

BERGER BETON
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our “natural resources” division also provides an impressive illustration of our corporate  

philosophy of being as independent as possible from third parties and being able to offer you, 

our customers and clients, “everything from a single source - Berger”. our professionalism - 

your security. in every respect: from extraction and preparation to the delivery of selected raw 

materials.

qUALITY RIGhT fROM ThE START
Berger’s own international raw materials bases in germany, poland and the 

Czech republic are being constantly developed and specifically adapted to new 

requirements in order to ensure an economical, high-quality and on-deadline supply of raw 

materials. With its first-class portfolio of gravels, sands and chippings ... base materials that are 

used as elementary - in the truest sense of the word - materials in many applications, not least 

in the production of high-quality construction materials for a securely built future: Quality right 

from the start.

extraCting raW materials. 
       safeguarding 
   the future

well supplied for every need

BERGER RaW MaTERialS
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New-generation conveyer system at the Altenau gravel quarry.

ThE hIGhEST STANdARdS Of dEvELOpMENT
in germany’s altenau in Brandenburg and paschwitz in saxony, we produce valuable gravels and 

sands. these raw materials are extracted using wet mining methods and processed in accord-

ance with strict quality criteria using state-of-the-art equipment into aggregates and gravel/sand  

mixtures of the most important quality and fraction classes.

the Berger group’s raw materials plants in poland (goczałków and Wieśnica) and the Czech 

republic (Zahrádka and mladotice) are excellent granite quarries that use powerful mobile  

crushing technology and have processing plants of the highest standard in europe. they supply 

grits, high-grade grit and mineral mixtures of the highest class. 

ON TIME. ECONOMICAL. pROTECTING ThE ENvIRONMENT
high-quality raw materials call for smooth raw materials logistics for both deadline-related and 

economic reasons. the close collaboration with Berger logistiCs ensures maximum flexibility 

and mobility while at the same time staying environmentally friendly both on local and long- 

distance transport, whether it be in the processing plant or directly at the construction site: “just-

in-time” delivery is what we are about.

The Polish raw materials plant Wieśnica 
has been completely modernised. The 
plant represents European state-of-the-
art technology. Poland’s largest primary 
crusher “works” on the crushing station.

extraCting raW materials. safeguarding the future

Our raw materials plant in Zahrádka in the Czech Republic 
is one of the most modern and powerful plants in Europe.

well supplied for every need

In Poland, we often transport our heavy freight by rail. The  
maximum gross weight of a BERGER raw materials wagon is 
4,800 tonnes, with the diesel locomotive delivering a power 
of 3,300 HP. These are the heaviest wagons pulled by a single 
locomotive in Europe.

Just like in Zahrádka, stone quality and produc-
tion also satisfy all the standards in Mladotice, 
which is connected to the railway network.

BERGER RaW MaTERialS
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CERTIfIEd qUALITY: RAw MATERIALS fOR EvERY AppLICATION
We supply the right raw materials for every application. in the highest quality. Certified.  

Whether it be for asphalts and concretes, railway platform construction, landscaping, golf 

courses, sports grounds, roads or water engineering, whether for frost protection layers,  

drainage layers, pavement beds, whether it be for flooring replacements or for gabions ...  

Berger’s range of raW materials covers them all. 

extraCting raW materials. safeguarding the future

well supplied for every need

BERGER RaW MaTERialS
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The CEMODUR and CHROMATIN cements define top-of-the-range European quality.

neW dynamism
as part of our development of the markets of eastern europe, we became an active strategic 

partner to a strong slovakian cement manufacturer, ladCe Cementáreň - a decision that has 

opened up new prospects for the traditional company that has been around for over 120 years. 

one example is the founding of ladCe Betòn. the resolutely expanding, as yet relatively young 

company, already comprehensively supplies the west of slovakia with the finest concretes 

made from the very best cements. the success story of ladCe’s building materials for modern  

construction is continuing with fresh dynamism. 

LAdCE CEMENT: EUROpEAN qUALITY pROdUCTS
považská cementáreň in ladce is a european pioneer in the manufacturing of 

cement. more than 120 years ago, it was here that production of the valuable 

portland cement first began. today, it belongs to the highest class of european quality cements.

the prerequisites for above-average performance are ideal:

•  ladce cement has a resource for raw materials of the highest quality: the Butkov quarry 

•  production plants of a very sophisticated technical nature allow outstandingly good  

cost-effectiveness 

•  markedly innovative thinking in the domains of effective, environmentally protective process 

design and product development safeguards the company’s sustainability 

•  the strategic partnership with the Berger group ensures stable entrepreneurial  

independence. 

so it is no surprise that we are considered by our customers as one of the leading manufacturers 

of quality cements with unique product characteristics. there is barely a single major building 

in slovakia that doesn’t contain cement from ladce. and as for major projects in germany 

that feature ladce cement, there are many - including the concrete structures along the iCe  

high-speed stretch between denkendorf and ingolstadt. 

innovation and efficiency will remain in the company’s focus in the future too. With new  

products and continuously improved production sequences, ladce cement will be further  

expanding its acceptance within slovakia and the eu. 

         Building With tradition
strategiC partnership

basis for secure construction

BERGER CONSTRuCTiON MaTERialS
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PO VODOTIKA

LAdCE bETON: YOUR wISh IS OUR COMMANd

ladCe Betòn is a subsidiary of one of slovakia’s finest construction materials firms, the 

považská cementáreň cement factory. founded in 1993 in Bratislava, ladCe Betòn and its  

ultra-modern plants rank among the expanding companies in slovakia’s ready-mixed concrete  

business. 

its success comes not just from its very special origins (“the best cements from ladce”), but 

rather more importantly from its self-perception, its claim of satisfying customers’ expectations 

without compromise, offering the ultimate in consulting, product and supply quality and guar-

anteeing cost-effective pricing.

and ladCe Betòn lives up to this claim: 

•  With electronically controlled plants for precise additive dispensing

•  With a broad product portfolio that is quality-checked through certified third-party monitor-

ing and the “heart” of which is exclusively ladce cement 

•  With specialists who turn customers’ wishes into reality 

•  With reliable logistics that help to shorten construction times, with ...

•  ... the responsibility of a major slovak construction material name: ladce cement.

all standard concretes, frost-resistant concretes, water-impermeable concretes, lightweight 

concretes, steel fibre-reinforced concretes, concretes for heavy-duty traffic areas, etc. are pro-

duced in premium quality - even in the winter months amid low temperatures.

our aim is to comprehensively serve the whole of slovakia with new high-performance plants 

for high-quality concretes. 

GALANTA

Estakada Povazska Bystrica

rychlostna cestna r1

NITRA

ladce

STK GALANTA KOLONIAwestend square

basis for secure construction

BERGER CONSTRuCTiON MaTERialS
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experienCe Berger online
                                       www.Bergerholding.eu

BERGER GROup
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a european partner

BERGER GROup
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